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Abstract: This paper presents a model based adaptive monitoring method for the estimation
of flow tracers, with application to mapping, prediction and observation of oil spills in the
immediate aftermath of an incident. Autonomous agents are guided to optimal sensing locations
via the solution of a PDE constrained optimisation problem, obtained using the adjoint method.
The proposed method employs a dynamic model of the combined ocean and oil dynamics, with
states that are updated in real-time using a Kalman filter that fuses agent-based measurements
with a reduced-order model of the ocean circulation dynamics. In turn, the updated predictions
from the fluid model are used to identify and update the reduced order model, in a process of
continuous feedback. The proposed method exhibits a 30% oil presence mapping and prediction
improvement compared to standard industrial oil observation sensor guidance and model use.
Keywords: Adaptive control of multi-agent systems; Multi-agent systems; Control under
computation constraints; Model-based control; Optimal sensor placement.
1. INTRODUCTION

to be verified by observation before resource allocation can
commence (ITOPF, 2014).

There is an average of 3500 maritime incidents per year
(EMSA, 2018), resulting in clean-up operations and legal claims that require supporting information. Approximately 6000 tonnes of oil are lost at sea per year, with
116,000 tonnes lost in 2018 (ITOPF, 2019) most of which
was spilled in the Sanchi incident. The clean-up operations,
monitoring and responses are often hampered by a lack of
information and surveillance assets. Current observation
solutions include satellites, which have limited availability
to first responders and the common Synthetic Aperture
Radar sensing is incapable of measuring oil thickness
and often has false positives (Fingas and Brown, 2014).
Flyovers are often conducted using specialist aircraft (if
available) but their expense limits the number deployed
and hence the number of simultaneous viewpoints. Aircraft also require supporting assets which can delay their
use (Laruelle, 2011). Typically aircraft plan ladder search
patterns in the supposed direction of oil spill drift, as
predicted by an off-line model, with their measurements
relayed back to model operators who may have to update
the model manually with value-replacement. Though used
to guide responses, oil models may be unavailable (due to
a lack of data or resource allocation) in the important first
days of an incident. Existing model results provide useful
data for response planning, but can require considerable
time to do so, owing to their high complexity and are not
always capable of adjusting to reported information. However, despite their accuracy, model predictions still have

Pollutants such as oil spills require real-time monitoring
and prediction in a range of fluid flow environments, such
as a river-basin or ocean. The emergence of mobile sensors
on low-cost autonomous platforms, commonly Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) or Unmanned Surface Vehicles
(USVs), can address the failings of existing solutions. Their
proper utilisation requires a rigorous methodology to place
sensors to map the situation.
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For monitoring oil spills there exists a variety of models
(Spaulding, 2017) used to predict the spill trajectory and
decision support systems to evaluate potential responses
(Nelson and Grubesic, 2019). However, existing models
and decision systems are not specific to autonomous sensing and do not support utilisation of measurements to correct externally provided large-scale fluid model outputs.
There has been application of model-based optimisation
to oil spill clean-up trajectories (Kakalis and Ventikos,
2008; Grubesic et al., 2017), and several multi-agent sensor approaches have followed bio-mimetic approaches in
swarm behaviour (Banerjee et al., 2018; Bruemmer et al.,
2002) to track oil spills and further work uses cost-function
minimisation to plan samples (Yan et al., 2018).
The novel approach taken in this paper is to formulate and
solve a model-based optimisation problem, with sensing,
Navier-Stokes fluid and flow tracer constraints. A key
difference to prior work is the consideration given to
sensing and estimation of environment flow and conditions
crucial to prediction of the oil-spill that are not contained
within the spill itself. There is also focus on estimation of
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future dynamics, such as the flow regime the spill will be
advected by in several hours time.
The problem statement and optimisation is described in
Section 2, then the overall structure of the adaptive monitoring framework is noted in Section 3. The online fluid
and oil model is presented in Section 4 with accompanying
measures of oil probability. The modelling of oil uncertainty and sensors is detailed in Section 5, and the solution
of the optimisation problem in Section 2 is addressed in
Section 6. Sensor data utilisation is outlined in Section 7
and a test case with results and analysis forms Section 8.
The paper concludes with future work in Section 9.
2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The optimisation posed is to minimise the uncertainty
in important oil properties for an oil spill over a spatiotemporal domain, by guiding mobile sensors. Sensors measure the oil, flow and environment properties at locations
that best inform the model of the oil spill. The spatial
domain is denoted by Ω ⊂ R3 , and represents a cuboid
section of the Earth including land and ocean with a
given depth. The upper surface δΩ ⊂ R2 of the domain
is discretised into a regularly spaced grid of nx grid cells
(west to east) and ny cells (south to north), with spacings
δx and δy in the respective directions. A grid cell at
indexed position (xi , yj ) covers the Cartesian coordinate
δy
positions: (x ± δx
2 , y ± 2 ) ⊂ δΩ, where xi represents the
west to east horizontal grid index, yj is the south to north
grid index. Continuous time t ∈ R+ has a corresponding
discrete time tk ∈ R+ and time step subscript k ∈ N, with
t0 ∈ R+ being the initial time and tf ∈ R+ the final time.
The optimisation seeks sensor positions P that minimise,
over time and space, the uncertainty tracer q and constraint function c, forming the cost function for J (1a). The
optimisation is subject to constraints on tracer dynamics
(1b), tracer variance dynamics in (1c) and (1d), oil and
fluid dynamics in (1e) to (1i) and sensor placement (1j).
The optimisation, detailed in Section 6, is given by

where the terms in (1b) to (1d) are defined later in (10)
to (12), the state vector of the system is x : R+ → Rns nx ny
and P : R+ → R1×2Np is the sensor positions with Np ∈ N
the number of active sensors. The number of states per
grid cell is denoted by ns ∈ N. The coefficient matrix
E : δΩ×R+ → [0, 1] scales the spatio-temporal importance
of minimising q(x, t, P ) : Rns nx ny ×1 ×R1×2Np ×δΩ×R+ →
R which is the uncertainty state tracer. A further term,
c(x, t, P ) : Rns nx ny ×1 ×R1×2Np ×δΩ×R+ → R is a penalty
function for the sensor positions and velocity constraints
of (1j), defined in Section 6. The ocean current velocity is
Uc : δΩ × R+ → R2 , with Uw : δΩ × R+ → R2 as the wind
velocity, Ud : δΩ × R+ → R2 is the horizontal turbulent
diffusion correction velocity and Uwave : δΩ × R+ → R2 is
the wave induced velocity, described in Section 4. Tracer
and oil specific uncertainty dynamics are described by (1a)
to (1e). The environment flow dynamics are described
by the Navier-Stokes equations (1f) to (1i) while sensor
constraints are specified by (1j).
3. SOLUTION FRAMEWORK
The framework for adaptive monitoring utilising a previously developed fluid and oil model, the Sheffield Combined Environment Model (SCEM) (Hodgson et al., 2019),
is displayed in Figure 1. SCEM produces a set of state
predictions, Xk|k = {xt0 , xt1 , ..., xtf }, which are used to
identify a reduced order model and inform sensor positioning. The optimisation problem (1a) is solved for a sensor
path minimising the uncertainty states in the secondary
model described by equations (1b) to (1e), though sensors
provide physical measurements to SCEM. The sensors are
guided to the first position in the solution trajectory, and
the process is repeated in a receding horizon fashion. The
optimisation problem requires estimates of the flow and
tracer variables across the entire domain. A reduced order
model and a state estimator with measured data produces
an estimate Xˆk|k−1 to update and reinitialise SCEM.
4. ENVIRONMENT AND OIL MODEL

For model-based autonomous behaviour, SCEM strikes a
balance between modelling accuracy and numerical effiE(x, t)q(x, t, P ) + c(x, t, P ) dδΩdt ciency; it has been developed to provide faster predictions,
minimize J =
P
t0 δΩ
over shorter time horizons, compared to existing high(1a) fidelity environment and oil models. SCEM is a validated
(Hodgson et al., 2019), simpler all-in-one forecasting model
∂q
subject to
= f (σx2 , σy2 ),
(1b) for combining external and measured environment data
∂t
and oil spill knowledge as SCEM assimilates live data
∂σx2
= f (U, x, P ),
(1c) using the included wave, water or wind models for online
∂t
correction. SCEM contains the important physical pro∂σy2
= f (U, x, P ),
(1d) cesses for short-term (several days) estimation of a tracer
∂t
property such as oil. The model utilises 2D Navier-Stokes
U = f (Uc ) + f (Uw ) + f (Uwave ) + Ud ,
(1e) simulations of wind and water flow to resolve large-scale
external data to a smaller-scale simulation environment
∂Uc
=−(Uc·∇)Uc + νc ∇2 Uc−∇wc+sc , (1f) that may include bathymetry not included externally. A
∂t
∇ · Uc = 0,
(1g) velocity profile with depth expands the fluid flow to 2.5D
and a linear wave model completes the fluid state descrip∂Uw
2
tion. Tracers are included as 3D motion Lagrangian parti=−(Uw ·∇)Uw + νw ∇ Uw −∇ww +sw ,
∂t
cles, each representing a small volume of oil, that include
(1h)
dynamics for mixing into the water column, buyoancy,
∇ · Uw = 0,
(1i) vertical diffusion, beach deposition and beach saturation,
g(P ) ≤ 0.
(1j) Stokes drift and mechanical spreading. Future estimation
∫tf ∫

(

2

)
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Fig. 1. A block diagram of the framework for adaptive monitoring using SCEM, demonstrating the system feedback.
supports sensor pathing, while past estimation assists
source or oil location determination. A key output from
SCEM is the translation of particle positions to probable
drift locations.
4.1 The probability of oil particle drift location
In a SCEM simulation realization denoted by Sn ∈ N, the
surface location of a selected oil particle pi with i ∈ N, at
time tk in the cell at position (xi , yj ) ∈ δΩ is described
by the vector valued random variable Ov (pi , tk , Sn ) =
(xp , yp ) ∈ δΩ. The probability of oil particle pi to be within
the discrete cell (xi , yj ) at tk , P(Ov (pi , tk , Sn ) ∈ (xi , yj )),
is estimated for realization Sn by
∑
Vparticle (pi , Sn )
P(Ov (pi , tk , Sn ) ∈ (xi , yj )) =

pi ∈pp (xi ,yj ,tk ,Sn )

∑

,

Vparticle (pi , Sn )

pi ∈pT (tk ,Sn )

(2)
where pp (xi , yj , tk , Sn ) : δΩ × R+ → Nmp is a vector
of particle indices present in the discrete spatio-temporal
location and pT (tk , Sn ) : R+ × N → NmT is a vector of
all particle indices at time tk , with mp and mT being
the number of oil particles present and the total number of oil particles, respectively. The oil volume function
Vparticle (pi , Sn ) : NmT → R+ maps oil particle indices pi
to the oil volume they represent in the model. Evaluation
of (2) for every cell in δΩ estimates the probability mass
function of oil drift location.
The probability of oil drift to the cell (xi , yj ) is estimated
by averaging over the ST ∈ N realizations of the stochastic
process, given by
P(Ôv (pi , tk ) ∈ (xi , yj )) =
ST
1 ∑
P(Ov (pi , tk , Sn ) ∈ (xi , yj )), (3)
ST
Sn =1

where P(Ov (pi , tk , Sn ) ∈ (xi , yj )) is the evaluation of (2)
for a specific realisation. This probability, P(Ôv (pi , tk ) ∈
(xi , yj )), provides a further measure for route planning
by indicating likely areas of high oil volume. A rescaled
definition, indicating likely locations of oil presence for use
in the optimisation problem of (1a), is described by
PÔv (xi , yj ) =

P(Ôv (pi , tk ) ∈ (xi , yj ))
maxδΩ P(Ôv (pi , tk ) ∈ (xi , yj ))

.

(4)

5. UNCERTAINTY AND SENSOR DESCRIPTION
The uncertainty in particle position is the squared area
in which the particle has a high probability of being in,
after drifting from a known location. Particle movement on
the ocean surface, from a known position Po (pi , t) : N ×
R+ → R2 can be modelled as a vector valued random
process, due to the uncertainty in fluid velocities and
turbulent diffusion. Particle movement is described by
dPo
= f (Uc ) + f (Uw ) + f (Uwave ) + Ud + Us + Umech , (5)
dt
where Us : δΩ × R+ → R2 is a realization of the
horizontal turbulent diffusion velocity random variable,
Ud : δΩ × R+ → R2 is the horizontal turbulent diffusion
correction velocity, Uwave : δΩ × R+ → R2 is the Stokes
drift velocity from the wave model and Umech : δΩ ×
R+ → R2 is the velocity of the particle due to the effect of
mechanical spreading. The velocities Uc , Uw , Uwave , Ud are
independent from the presence of other oil particles and
are exported from the fluid model. A single expected drift
velocity U : δΩ × R+ → R2 is calculated for application to
the oil particle by,
(
)
dPo
E
= U = f (Uc ) + f (Uw ) + f (Uwave ) + Ud . (6)
dt
This is the total expectation of the stochastic process. The
drift velocity U has a horizontal component u ∈ R and
vertical component v ∈ R.
The horizontal turbulent diffusion velocity Us , without the
corrective term Ud , has an expected mean velocity of 0 and
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so is discarded. The mechanical spreading velocity for oil,
Umech , is calculated individually per particle. Mechanical
spreading becomes negligible after the oil has reached a
terminal thickness and is small in comparison to turbulent
diffusion spreading and therefore is also discarded.
The uncertainty tracer q : δΩ×R+ → [0, 1] is defined as the
square of the area in which the position of a hypothetical
particle has probability ζ ∈ [0, 1] to be within, when moved
from a previously known position in δΩ over a given timestep. This is a novel abstraction that allows the creation
of a secondary system that describes the movement of
variance and uncertainty through SCEM. The uncertainty
tracer q is normalised to the spatial domain δΩ and has
a minimum value of 0 corresponding to a known particle
position, and a maximum value of 1 meaning a particle
could be anywhere in the spatial domain. The probable
area as a set of points is defined by
A(pi , t) = {(x, y) ∈ R2 } : P(Po (pi , t + δt) ∈ Conv(A)) ≥ ζ,
(7)
where Conv(A) is the convex hull of the set of points in A,
where A is defined such that this convex hull contains the
ζ probable positions of particle pi at the next time-step.
The evaluation of (7) for a set of grid cell centred particles
and evolution of the area over time forms the expression
for q,
( ∫∫
)2
∫ tf ∫
A(pi , t)dS
S
q=
dpi dt,
(8)
δΩA
pi ∈P
t0
where the surface integral in (8) is performed over the
surface S, which is defined as the convex hull of A(pi , t).
The term P ∈ Nnx ny is a set of particles with one
particle in each grid-cell and δΩA ∈ R+ is the area of the
o
spatial domain δΩ. Assuming dP
dt is formed of normally
distributed and independent in x and y components, the
scalar area can be described by a differential with respect
to time,
)
(∫ ∫
A(pi , t)dS =
d
S
√
(
(
)√
)
dPo
dPo
2
πdt χ Varx
Vary
,t
, t , (9)
dt
dt
where χ is the Chi-squared distribution
) for probabil( value
o
, t : δΩ × R+ →
ity ζ with 2 degrees of freedom, Varx dP
dt
(
)
o
R+ and Vary dP
dt , t : δΩ × R+ → R+ is the variance of
particle movement for a spatio-temporal location in the xdirection and y-direction respectively. Let kχ = δΩ1A πdt2 χ,
(
)
)
(
o
o
and σy2 = Vary dP
σx2 = Varx dP
dt , t
dt , t , then the
uncertainty tracer q, is modelled as a Partial Differential
Equation (PDE), defined by
)
(
2
∂σy2
∂q
2
2 ∂σx
2
= kχ σx
+ σy
,
(10)
∂t
∂t
∂t

and
∂σy2
= −u · ∇x σy2 − v · ∇y σy2 + ν∇2 σy2
∂t
(
)
P
∥P − P0 ∥2 ks σy2 ∑
−H (t − t0 ) −
[H(r − ∥δΩ − Pi ∥)]
vsensor
dt i=0
Dh (u, v)
+ ϵy + Eky (P ). (12)
dt
In (11) and (12), ν ∈ R+ is a diffusion coefficient,
H(·) is the Heaviside step function, used to activate
sensing after sufficient time for a sensor travelling at
speed vsensor ∈ R+ to reach a location and to remove the
uncertainty tracer in a radius around the sensor position.
The sensor effectiveness coefficient ks ∈ [0, 1] defines how
much uncertainty as a proportion of the amount present
should be removed by a reading. The variance of the
random walk that models turbulent diffusion (Hodgson
(u,v)
et al., 2019) is described by Dhdt
→ R where Dh (u, v) :
R × R → R+ is the horizontal diffusion coefficient. An
input of uncertainty, Ekx (P ), Eky (P ) → R, is a function
of the covariance matrix of the time-varying Kalman
filter estimations of Uc and Uw in horizontal and vertical
directions. The terms ϵx , ϵy ∈ R+ are the variance of U
from external data sources of Uc and Uw , or the sample
variance of U for that spatio-temporal location.
+

6. OPTIMISATION
The optimisation problem places sensors to minimise uncertainty across the spatio-temporal domain, with prioritised or excluded locations and constraints. Evaluation of
J in (1a) is performed upon a co-located grid with forward
Euler time stepping. The selection of E(x, t), the matrix
that weights an area of uncertainty to be minimised, allows
sensors to prioritise areas where the information value is
high. The weighting matrix is defined by
(
1
kPÔv PÔv (xi , yj ) + kSe Se (PÔv (xi , yj ), xi , yj )
E(x, t) =
kT
)
+ kPDMD PDMD (xi , yj ) + kδΩ ,
kT = kPÔv + kSe + kPDMD + kδΩ

(13a)
(13b)

where Se (PÔv (xi , yj ), xi , yj ) → [0, 1] is the min-max normalization (Juszczak et al., 2000) evaluation of the Shannon entropy (Shannon, 1948) of PÔv (xi , yj ) in the 3-by-3
neighbourhood of the cell at (xi , yj ). The total weighting kT ∈ R+ is the sum of the weighting coefficients
kPÔv , kSe , kPDMD , kδΩ ∈ R+ .

∂σx2
= −u · ∇x σx2 − v · ∇y σx2 + ν∇2 σx2
∂t
(
)
P
∥P − P0 ∥2 ks σx2 ∑
−H (t − t0 ) −
[H(r − ∥δΩ − Pi ∥)]
vsensor
dt i=0

A spatial weighting of critical flow measuring locations
PDMD (xi , yj , t) : δΩ × R+ → [0, 1], is found through analysis of the Dynamic Mode Decomposition (DMD) model.
A truncated to nz ∈ N singular value decomposition of
Xk−1|k−1 forms the left unitary matrix U ∈ Rns nx ny ×nz ,
the singular value matrix S ∈ Rnz ×nz and the right unitary matrix V ∗ ∈ Rnz ×k−1 . The matrix U is also a basis
function that maps from mode state estimates ẑ ∈ Rnz to
physical states x̂ = U ẑ

Dh (u, v)
+ ϵx + Ekx (P ), (11)
dt

Critical locations are calculated in a similar manner to
(Annoni et al., 2018). Unlike Annoni et al. (2018), which

where the derivatives can be described by further PDEs,

+
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utilises a QR factorisation with column pivoting of U ∗
to identify nz points that best sample the modes in U ,
an Interpolative Decomposition approximation based on
Strong Rank Revealing QR decomposition (Cheng et al.,
2005) is used instead. See Martinsson (2019) and Kishore
Kumar and Schneider (2017) for a detailed comparison and
discussion, but in short, QR factorisation resembles
U ∗ P ≈ QR
(14)
nz ×nz
is the permutation matrix of columns
where P ∈ R+
of U ∗ (hence rows of U ) and Q ∈ Rns nx ny ×ns nx ny is a
unitary matrix, R ∈ Rns nx ny ×nz is an upper-triangular
matrix, and P is chosen so that the diagonal elements of
R are non-increasing. The row selections in P provides the
locations in δΩ. It is worth noting that in Annoni et al.
(2018) the number of sensors and number of DMD modes
must be equal, which is not a limitation acceptable here.
The alternative method of the Interpolative Decomposition approximation is described by
U ≈ KU (J , :)
(15)
ns nx ny ×nz
where K ∈ R
is a projection matrix and J ∈
NNp selects rows for Np sensors, where each row index
maps to a location in δΩ. A further difference is that
the Interpolative Decomposition approximates U S which
is defined by
)kID
(
S
US = U
.
(16)
∥S∥2
Each mode in the unitary matrix U is scaled by the
corresponding normalised (Juszczak et al., 2000) singular
value raised to a power coefficient kID ∈ R that allows
adjustment of the importance of the singular value. For
example, kID < 0 would favour less energetic modes,
kID = 0 would weight all modes equally and kID > 0
would favour more energetic modes for sampling. A value
of kID = 0.5 is utilised and hence the Np identified points
will be focused on best sampling the more energetic modes
of U .
The spatial weighting of measuring locations PDMD is
formed by assigning scalar values to the Np identified
locations in δΩ, where the location closest to an oil
presence has a value of 1 and the further locations have
1
decreasing values according to a normalisation of m(N
,
i)
2
where Ni : {N : i ≤ Np } → R ∈ δΩ is the selected critical
location and m(Ni ) : δΩ × R+ × R+ → R+ is the 2-norm
of the Euclidean distance from location Ni to the closest
PÔv (xi , yj ) ̸= 0 in δΩ.

distance to each sensor, though destinations reachable
within a given time step incur zero penalty. Descending
,vsensor ,δΩ)
, moves sensor positions
the derivative dV (P,P0 dP
towards reachable locations.
A forcing term moving sensors towards an area of interest
in the absence of other information, Dm : R1×2Np ×
R+ → R, is defined for each sensor position and contains
the Euclidean distance to the closest region of interest,
where E(x, t)q(x, t, P ) ∈ R+ . Descending the derivative
dDm
dP moves sensor positions towards the closest region of
interest.
The term De : δΩ × R1×2Np × R+ → R is introduced
to coerce sensors out of an excluded area and is defined
for each sensor position as the Euclidean distance to the
e
closest non-excluded area. The derivative dD
dP contains the
negative of the vector to the nearest non-excluded area for
e
each sensor in the excluded area, with dD
dP producing a
gradient for sensors to descend towards a permissible area.
6.2 The adjoint method
The optimisation problem (1a) is solved through a gradient descent method, using an application of the adjoint
method to provide gradient information, in a similar manner to Funke et al. (2014). The adjoint approach first solves
the adjoint equation,
∂J
∂F ∗
λ=
,
(18)
∂xadj
∂xadj
∗

∂F
∈ Rns nx ny k×ns nx ny k is the jacobian of the
where ∂x
adj
finite difference representation of the set of constraint
equations (1b) to (1j), (·)∗ is the conjugate transpose,
λ ∈ Rns nx ny k is the adjoint solution, xadj ∈ Rns nx ny ×k
is the state trajectory formed by column stacking the
optimisation states and J is the function of interest (1a).
The solving of (18) for the adjoint variable λ enables
calculation of the cost function gradient by
∂F
∂J
dJ
= −λ∗
+
.
(19)
dP
∂P
∂P
The optimal sensor positions are a function of the timehorizon t0 to tf in (1a), therefore parallel sequences of
adjoint solved optimisations using different time-horizons
for each position optimisation produce a sensor path up to
a common future time, and the lowest total cost function
(formed from the sum of J at each sensor step) is selected.

6.3 Gradient descent solver

6.1 Moving sensors
Velocity and position constraints on the sensors also need
to be included. Although constraints can be solver inequalities, this does not produce gradient information that the
solver can utilise. There also needs to be sensor guidance
in the absence of any oil or uncertainty information. Constraints are included in the function of interest J by the
penalty function c(x, P ), defined by
c(x, t, δΩ, P, P0 , vsensor ) = V (P, P0 , vsensor , δΩ)
+ Dm (E(x, t)I(x, t), P ) (17)
+ De (δΩ, P ).
A velocity penalty term V (P, P0 , vsensor , δΩ) : δΩ ×
R1×2Np × R+ → R maps spatial locations to the euclidean

The initial estimate of sensor placement is at the local
maxima of the mean uncertainty across the time step of an
uncertainty model run without sensors, ordered from the
highest valued maxima to the smallest. The cost function
without sensors is described by
∫ tf ∫
E(x, t)q(x, t)2 dδΩdt.
(20)
Jempty =
t0

δΩ

The local maxima are found through a search of the
discrete spatial domain for values higher than their immediate neighbours. The initial sensor positions are defined
by
(
)
Jempty
P0 = fp
, Pn ,
(21)
tf − t0
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where the function fp finds the highest Pn number of peaks
(one for each sensor) and returns their coordinates. Sensor
positions descend the gradient each iteration, described by
dP
dJ
= γn ◦
,
(22)
dn
dP n
where the step size γn : R1×2Np × R+ → R is found with
a backtracking determined line-search using the ArmijoGoldstein condition (Armijo, 1966; Goldstein, 1965; Coope
and Price, 1995) for each sensor and ◦ denotes the
Hadamard product. Gradient descent continues until
dJ
−3
is a threshold value, or descent
dP < ζg where ζg = 10
continues to a maximum number of iterations.
7. DYNAMIC MODE DECOMPOSITION AND STATE
ESTIMATOR
Sensor data, assumed to be point measurements of states,
must be used to estimate the entire environment flow
fields and states. Due to the complexity of SCEM and
the high numbers of states (e.g 7934400 in the example
of Section 8) a full-state estimator is infeasible. The work
here-in makes use of the Dynamic Mode Decomposition
(DMD) (Schmid, 2010) to form low-order modal models to
approximate the dynamics of SCEM, utilising prior work
(Annoni et al., 2018) to continue a theme of identifying the
effective dynamics and changes in those dynamics with
new information (Hemati et al., 2014). However, unlike
much prior work e.g Jovanovic et al. (2014) and Brunton
et al. (2015), the estimation and accuracy of the DMD
model and states is not the primary focus of this research,
which instead is to estimate a tracer with non-linear
and stochastic dynamics that are partially dependent
upon the outputs of the modal model. A Dynamic Mode
Decomposition (Schmid, 2010) of an augmented timewindow of the SCEM state trajectory forms a low order
(5 modes in the example of Section 8) model for state
estimation using a time-varying Kalman filter (Chauvin
et al., 2005) and measured point data. The estimated
modal amplitudes are then used to reconstruct an estimate
of the states of the higher order SCEM. The reduced order
model also predicts a future state trajectory to augment
the external data used as inputs for SCEM’s prediction.
The DMD model is also used to identify critical measuring
locations in the flow field, PDMD .
8. SIMULATION AND RESULTS
This test case is a hypothetical 100 barrel spill of light
crude oil near Hong Kong at 1900 hours on the 8th of
January 2019. To provide measurements, 4 mobile sensors
capable of measuring oil particles, wind and current velocities arrive 1 hour after the leak begins and stay for
14 hours, de-activating at 0900 hours on the 9th January.
The sensors are speed limited to 60 miles-per-hour, model
guided sensors are measuring only in 15-minute intervals
at point locations while industry sensors have been given
the capability to continuously measure while following
waypoints. Spill prediction continues to 1900 hours on the
9th of January 2019.
The real simulation, from which sensors measure, utilises
data from the Global-Forecast-System (GFS) for wind
velocities and Tidetech data for current velocities that

include both global circulation currents and tidal flow.
The test simulations use the same wind velocity data, but
instead use GFS current data that does not include tidal
flow which is critical for spill prediction in this region, at
the mouth of the Zhujiang river.
Industry pathing prescribes a ladder flight path (IPIECA
and IOGP, 2016; ITOPF, 2011) that covers, with a 10%
overlap, where oil is predicted to be by the model. The
path plan is split up into sections, one for each sensor, with
spacing sufficient to ensure no oil can be missed during
flight. Detected oil or clear areas are updated in the model,
but velocity and wave spectrum data is only utilised as a
value-replacement in the model to reflect the inability of
traditional models to utilise measured velocity data in the
same manner as SCEM. Figure 3 also includes the error of
industry pathing with no velocity feedback, to represent
a simple model incapable of modifying external flow data.
The ladder flight path is updated every hour to enable
sensors to respond to measured oil, with sensors repeating
the path at maximum speed for the highest frequency of
measurements along the path.
8.1 Analysis of results
The simulation using industry pathing and oil particle
updates was accurate before sensors were deactivated (see
Figure 3), but once sensors deactivate and the model
loses high frequency updates on particle positions, the
inaccurate velocity field causes the main body of the
industry spill to drift 5km to the North East of the
real spill. For the model-based method, after sensors
were deactivated the prediction model of SCEM had
been sufficiently modified by measured data to produce a
more accurate velocity field and maintain accuracy when
advecting the particles, with the main body of particles
within the real spill location even 3 hours after sensors
had deactivated.
Analysing the oil presence error in Figure 3, model guided
sensing with state estimation has a 30% reduction in the
area of incorrect oil presence from the industry method
with feedback, or 50% better than the industry method
with only oil information feedback, both when sensors are
active and after sensor removal at 0900 hours on the 9th
January. After sensor deactivation, the industry method
rapidly becomes less accurate as it is still utilising the
incorrect input data to predict the spill drift. The model
guided sensors have partially corrected the SCEM fluid
model to include tidal flow and so while this prediction also
loses accuracy after sensors are deactivated, it continues to
perform better than using no sensors and the incorrect input data, unlike the industry method. In both Figure 3 and
Figure 4 the error of the model guided sensors is slightly
above that of industry sensors with value replacement
feedback. This is due to the sensors flying further from
the spill to measure crucial flow regions and temporarily
compromising their update-rate of states local to the spill,
though is important for reducing the long-term error.
Although the area covered by the model based flight path
of sensor 1 is much greater, as seen in Figure 2, the distance
moved is actually the same or less than the sensor 1
using the industry method: In the industry method, the
sensors fly the ladder path at their maximum speed for
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Fig. 2. A comparison of the simulations at 1200 hours on the 9th January 2019, 15 hours after the initial leak at the
indicated spill location, and 3 hours after the 4 sensors have deactivated though their final positions are displayed.
Real oil particle locations are displayed in red and are advected by the red velocity field. The simulation using
incorrect input data and no sensors has particle locations displayed in gold and the main body of this spill is not
within the real spill body. The simulation using the industry method of sensor pathing and feedback, has particle
positions and velocity field displayed in dark blue. The main body of the industry spill is 5km to the North East
of the real spill. The simulation using model based sensor behaviour and state estimation has the main body of
particles (green) within the body of the real spill. Note how the flight path of industry sensor 1 (purple) concentrates
over the predicted spill location in an expanding ladder path from the spills initial position, while the flight path
of model based sensor 1 (dark green) also flies to crucial velocity measuring locations both up and downstream of
the spill, before returning to check the spill.

Fig. 3. A comparison of the oil presence error of the
simulations. Note how all sensor approaches reduce
error by 70% while sensors are active, with the
model guided sensors being approximately 60%
as erroneous as industry standard pathing and
continuing to have less error after sensing stops.

Fig. 4. A comparison of the RMS error of current flow
velocity where oil is present. Note the 30% to 50%
in reduction in error the model guided sensors
with feedback and estimation displays over the
industry sensors using value replacement, and the
continuation of less error after sensing stops.
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the whole time sensors are active, repeating the path and
measurements as often as possible before the next ladder
path is generated as the update rate is crucial to the
accuracy of the industry method. Meanwhile, the modelbased method will relocate sensors to optimal positions
that may or may not require flying at maximum speed.
9. CONCLUSION
This paper has described a framework for model-based
sensor guidance and adaptive monitoring of an oil spill,
to guide mobile sensors such as UAVs in gathering information for the support of clean-up operations and incident
responses. The framework has demonstrated improvement
in monitoring on a test case and a capability for online
model adjustment to better predict future spill dynamics.
Future work will examine the forms and solution methods of the optimisation problem in (1a) to (1e) and the
approaches of system identification and state-estimation
used in the framework.
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